
Cycle Route around 
Filecchio 
Barga Circuits 
There is good cycling on the roads around Filecchio. They all involve a degree of climbing.

There are 2 Colanga road bikes locked in the cellars of Casa Togneri and a number of other hybrid 
bikes of various size and state of repair. There are 2 good bike shops in Fornacci Di Barga, both 
located on the left side of the main road (Via Repubblica) as you head northwest out of the town. I 
normally use the second shop which is located opposite the main square.

To Barga
The 3 cycle routes highlighted below all start from Filecchio and go through Barga. (a convenient 
point to stop for un café or spermuta d’arancia).

The best way to do the routes is clockwise, heading out on the main road through Fornacci di 
Barga and cycling north west on the main road (SR445) to Castelvecchio Pascoli. Ignore the 
various roads up to Barga until you reach Castelvecchio Pascoli itself. 
At this point turn sharp right on a gentle climb on SP7. If you are looking for some extra climbing 
there is a good loop up to Albiano or to Sommocolonia on the right. However the routes marked go 
straight up the SP7 to Barga – first crossing Ponte di Catagnana at the head of the valley. 

All 3 routes enter Barga by the Alpino Hotel. After stopping for refreshments there are two options. 
The shortest route back (below) travels across the main square by the Alpino, over the bridge and 
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up towards the old town, skirting past it on the right, and then over and down the SP7 to Fornacci 
di Barga (12.5miles round trip).

To Tiglio
For the other two longer routes (left) it is 
necessary to turn sharp left at the Alpino 
and up the tree-lined Viale Cesare Biondi. 
Follow the road to Tiglio Basso. The 
shortest route back from here is through 
the narrow streets of Tiglio Basso and 
once through the hamlet taking the road to 
the right. This leads steeply downhill to 
Filecchio.

To Coreglia
If more cycling is desired the bottom image shows the route to Coreglia. From Tiglio Basso climb 
the steep road towards Tiglio Alto but just before this village stay right. The road then contours 

around the valley to Coreglia 
Antelminelli. Coreglia is a 
lovely village at the top of a 
h i l l w i t h s h o p s a n d 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s f o r 
refreshments. After a steep 
descent to Piano di Coreglia, 
turn right on the SR445 and 
cycle through Ponte All’Ania 
and back to Filecchio.

A lot more cycling can be, done both up the valley towards Castelnuovo and further down around 
Bagni Di Lucca
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